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Suzanne Cormier has been with The Hartford since 2014 and 
is currently a team leader in the Catastrophe Claims 
Operation. She began her career as a personal lines property 
adjuster and advanced into an estimator role in the property 
damage assessment group. In this capacity, she was selected 
to pilot virtual full-file handling of personal lines claims on a 
national scale. In 2021, she transitioned to the Catastrophe 
Claims Operation, where her work included handling claims 
as a personal & commercial property adjuster. She is 
currently leading a team of personal lines catastrophe 
adjusters. 
 
Prior to her career in insurance, Suzanne spent nearly a 
decade in commercial mechanical contracting. She 
supported a large team which specialized in new 
construction including fire protection systems, 
medical/surgical specialty systems, heating, ventilation, 
refrigeration, and industrial plumbing. 
 
Suzanne has a strong passion for giving back to her 
community and is an enthusiastic supporter of United Way 
Women United. She is an active member of Women 
United’s Leadership Council and Signature Events Steering 
Committee, acting as Chair of this year’s Red, White & 
Chocolate fundraising event. Suzanne is also member of 
APIW, Inc. (Association of Professional Insurance Women). 
Through these and other channels, she mentors young 
professionals in insurance and adjacent industry, as well as 
local small business owners. She is co-presenting original 
content, “Catastrophe with Compassion” at the 2024 PLRB 
Claims Conference & Insurance Services Expo in Boston.  
 
Suzanne lives in Ellington, CT with her husband Mike and 
their German Shepherd Willow. They have a small yet 
quickly growing homestead farm. In her spare time, she 
loves to cook, and is a connoisseur of donuts! Together they 
enjoy spending time at their family cabin in NH, on the lake 
and in the woods, bird watching and relaxing. 
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